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Abstract 
In some recent papers, Bouhamidi and Le M~haut~ introduced Lm'l'~-splines as a natural extension of J. Duchon's (m,s)- 
splines. In the present work, some results on convergence and error estimates for smoothing and interpolating Lm'l'S-splines 
(called here (m, l,s)-splines) are given. These results extend those presented in several papers by Duchon, Arcang61i and 
L6pez de Silanes for (m,s)-splines and also for Dm-splines (i.e. (m, 0)-splines). 
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1. Introduction 
The origin of this work is in Bouhamidi's thesis [3] and in the paper by Le Mrhaut6 and Bouhamidi 
[13]. They introduced Lm, l,S-splines, which are a natural generalization of the (m, s)-splines of Duchon 
[6-9] and, in particular, of the thin plate splines. They established the existence, the uniqueness and 
other properties of these functions and some significant results relative to the spaces Olm(tY[s), in 
which they are defined. 
The main goal here is to extend the results on convergence and error estimates that appear in 
some papers by Duchon [8, 9], Lrpez de Silanes and Arcangrli [11, 12], to the case of Lm't'S-splines 
(called here (m, l,s)-splines). We follow the point of view adopted by Arcangrli in [2] and use some 
proofs given there as well. Contrarily to Le Mrhaut6 and Bouhamidi's approach, we do not use the 
theory of reproducing kemels and we treat the spaces DIm(IS[ s) (called here X ",t,s) as Hilbert spaces, 
by equipping them with suitable norms. 
In Section 2 we introduce our notations. Section 3 is devoted to preliminary results. First, we 
recall some results on the spaces X m'l's, given in [3, 13], and then, further properties are studied. 
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In particular, we define a norm and a family of uniformly equivalent norms on X m't's, by means of 
which X m't's becomes a Hilbert space. Finally, the interpolating (m, l,s)-splines defined in [3, 13] are 
introduced. In Section 4, we prove, using another norm, the convergence of these interpolating splines 
and we give error estimates for a function belonging to the Sobolev space H'n+t+~(f2) depending on 
the Hausdorff distance d between f2 and the set of data points. 
Finally, in Section 5, we extend the theory to the smoothing (m,l,s)-splines. The convergence 
and error estimates of these splines are obtained under the hypothesis: e-- o(d-n), d ~ 0, where e 
is the smoothing parameter. Thus, these results improve those given in [11], where e is bounded, 
and generalize those given for smoothing (m, s)-splines in [2] and for smoothing D"-splines relative 
to exact data in [12]. 
Moreover, if we slightly modify the seminorm given in X m't'~ at the beginning of Section 3, we 
get the thin plate splines under tension. We shall not consider this example, for which we refer to 
[4, 10, 13, 17]. One can easily see that the results of convergence and error estimates given here 
are also valid for these splines. 
2. Notations 
Let n be a strictly positive integer. We denote by ]. ] (respectively, by 6(, .)) the Euclidean orm 
(respectively, the Euclidean distance) in R". 
For any g = (gl . . . . .  g,) E ~,  we write 
\ xxJ \0Xn) ' ~---0~1 "-~ " ' "  and g! =0q! 
We denote by ~ = @(~"), 9 '= ~'(R"), 5 p = 5P(~ n) and 5 a '= 5P'(R ") the classical spaces of 
functions or distributions over R", of. [16], and by ~ the Fourier transform of the element vE 5~'. 
Let f2 be a nonempty open subset of R". For any p E ~, we denote by HP(~)  the usual Sobolev 
space of integer order p, endowed with the norm 
( ; 
We will make use of the seminorms 
. 
If r is a strictly positive noninteger real number, we write r = p + O, with p E N and 0 E (0, 1), 
and we denote by H ' (~)  the usual Sobolev space of noninteger order r, endowed with the norm 
Ilv[lr, -- Ivlj% + Ivl,=,  , 
j=O 
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where 
We denote by L~o~(f2) the space of the locally integrable functions over ~. For any # E N, we 
denote by C"(~) the Fr6chet space of functions of class C" over ~. 
By an open subset of  ~ with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary we shall understand an open, 
bounded, connected and nonempty subset of N ~ with a Lipschitz-continnous boundary, in the Ne~as 
[15] sense. 
For any k E N, we denote by Pk the space of all polynomials of degree ~< k defined over N ~, and 
by Pk(~), the space formed by the restrictions to ~? of the functions in Pk. Let us recall (cf. [5]) 
that a subset A = {ab. . . ,  aN} is called Pk-unisolvent (respectively, Pk(O)-unisolvent) if, given any 
scalars e~, 1 <~i<~N, there exists a unique element p E Pk (respectively, p E Pk(~)) which satisfies 
p(ai)= ~i, 1 <~i<~N. 
Notice that N = dim Pk is a necessary condition for unisolvency. Finally, with the same letter C we 
shall denote several strictly positive constants. 
3. Preliminary results 
For any real number s < n/2, the space 
/7/s vESa';t3ELloc(R ), 1¢12sio(¢)12d¢< , 
n 
endowed with the norm 
(/. [ol0,s = 1¢12s1~(¢)12 de , 
n 
is a Hilbert space, which is a subset of 6e' with continuous injection [8]. 
We consider the functional spaces Di-"(/Tf) (here denoted by xm, l,s), which have been introduced 
by Bouhamidi and Le M6haut6 in [3, 13]. 
For anymE~*,  IE~,sE~, le t  
X m'l's = {/) E ~t ;V~ E ~n,m~<l~[ <m + l ,~o  E/~}.  
Note that, for l = 0, we get the spaces denoted X m's by Duchon [6, 8]. 
In the space X m'l's a family of semiscalar products can be defined [3, 11]. One of them will be 
singled out: 
1 (m + r)! f 
Vu X m,t,,, vvcx  6! JRn 
r=0 [~tl=m+r 
which is a natural generalization of the semiscalar product (., .),,,~ = (., .),,,0,s, given in [6, 8], for the 
space X m,s. 
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The associated seminorm is 
V1) EX  m'l's, [Vlm, l,s = ((V, U)m,l,s) 1/2. 
It can be shown (cf. [3, 13]) that 
• If s<½n, the space X m,l,s, endowed with the seminorm I. [m,t,s, is a semi-Hilbert space (i.e. 
complete for this seminorm), contained in 6 e'. 
1 1 ~ Cxm,  l,s • I f  -m-  ~n<s<in ,  then 
1 1 then • If -m+ in<s<~n,  
X m'l's is contained in C°(A n) with continuous injection. (3.1) 
and also, analogously to Duchon [8], we deduce that 
1 1 for any open, bounded, nonempty subset (2 of A n, we  have • If -m-  ~n<s<~n,  
XS 't's =Hg +l+', (3.2) 
where X~ 't's (respectively, H~'+l+~), denotes the space of restrictions to (2 of the distributions 
belonging to X m't's (respectively, to Hm+I+~(N")). 
Hereafter, we assume that m E N* and s E N satisfy the hypothesis 
1 1 (3.3) -- m + ~n<s<~n,  
1 ln )  . (which obviously implies the condition -m-  in <s< 
The following result will allow us to handle the spaces X "'t'~ as Hilbert spaces. 
Theorem 3.1. Let f2* be an open, bounded, connected and nonempty subset of  ~". Then, X m't'~, 
endowed with the norm 
( f~  ,1/2 f2* /3 2 [[l)[[m,l, s ~-- • Iv(x)[ 2 dx + [ Im,,,~) , 
is a Hilbert space, whose topology is independent of  f2*. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [11, Theorem 1.1]. [] 
From now on, except for a particular specification, we shall assume that X m't'~ is endowed with 
g2* a norm II. which we shall write simply II. ]]m,Z,~, without making any reference to a particular 
open set f2* (since the norm chosen over X m'l,~ does not play, in the theory of (m, l,s)-splines, a 
role by itself, it can be replaced by an equivalent norm). 
Corol lary 3.2. Let f2 be an open subset of  ~n with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary. Then, the 
operator Ra of  restriction to (2 is linear and continuous from X m,t's onto Hm+t+s(o). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [11, Theorem 1.2]. [] 
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Remark. From Corollary 3.2 and the continuous embedding theorem for the space Hm+l+s(Q), 
(3.1) follows. 
Now, we give a family of uniformly equivalent norms which will be useful in the sequel. 
Proposition 3.3. Let t2 be an open subset of  ~ with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary and let 
B0 = {bol,...,b0M} be a Pm_~(f2)-unisolvent subset of  points of  f2. Then, there exists an r>0 such 
that, if ~r denotes the set of  M-tuples B = {bl , . . . ,bM} of points of f2  that satisfy the condition 
Vj = 1 , . . . ,M ,  Ibs - b0jl ~<r, 
the mapping ~. ~,m,l,~ defined for any B ~ ~r by 
~V]B,m,l,s 
M / 1/2 ,
2 Iv(bj)l 2 + Ivlm,,,~ 
j=l 
is a norm on X m't's uniformly equivalent on ~r to the norm II. IIm, Z,~. 
(3.4) 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of [12, Proposition 2.1]. [] 
We now recall the definition of interpolating Lm, l'S-spline given in [3, 13]. We restrict ourselves 
to the study of the model problem of Lagrange interpolation. The case of the Hermite interpolation 
can be treated in the same manner. 
Suppose we are given an ordered set A of N points of ~" which contains a Pm_l-unisolvent subset. 
We denote by p E ~(X  m't'*, C ~) the operator defined by 
pv = (v(a))aeA, 
(the continuity of p is a consequence of (3.1)). For any f ie C N, we write 
= {v Exm't'~; pv = 13}. 
Then, we consider the following problem: to find a such that 
o- E JY, (3.5) 
Vv e x ,  I~lm,,,s < IVlm,,,s. 
It has been proved in [3, 13], that (3.5) admits a unique solution, which we call the interpolating 
(m, l,s)-spline relative to A and ft. 
Bouhamidi and Le M6haut6 have proved [3, 13] that o- can be formally written in terms of 
fundamental solutions Km, t,~ of (pseudo)-differential operators: 
Vx E R", ,7 (x )=~&Km, , , s ( Ix -a l )+p(x) ,  
aEA 
where the coefficients 2a; a E A, and the polynomial p(x)E Pro-l, are determined by solving a linear 
system. The explicit expressions of these fundamental solutions are unknown in general, but they 
are available in many particular cases (cf. [14]). 
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4. Convergence of interpolating (m, l,s)-splines 
Suppose we are given 
• an open subset I2 of R" with a Lipschitz-continuous boundary; 
• a subset D of ~* with 0 as an accumulation point; 
• for any d E D, an ordered subset A a of N ----- N(d) distinct points in ~, and such that 
sup ~(x, A d ) --~ d. (4.1) 
xEa 
Let us observe that the left-hand side of (4.1) is the Hausdorff distance between A d and g2: in 
consequence, (4.1) implies that D is bounded and that this distance tends to 0 when d does (the 
classical condition in the convergence of spline fimctions). 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that (4.1) holds. Then, there exists r/>0 and, for any dE D, a subset 
A~ of A ~ such that, for any d <~ l, the mapping ~.]~0~,m,t,~ defined by 
)" 
= V 2 Vv eX  m'',~, IV~g,m,,,. [v(a)l z + I [m,,,~ , (4.2) 
is a norm on X m't,` equivalent (uniformly in d) to the norm [I. [[m,t,s. 
Proof. Let B0 = {b01 .... , b0~t} be an arbitrary Pm_l(I2)-unisolvent subset of points of g2. From (4.1), 
it follows that, for any d E D and j --- 1 .... ,M, there exists aj a E A a such that 
Iboj-aJl d 
So, we obtain a subset A0 a---{a~,...,a~} of A a, such that, for any d~<r/, A0 aE ~, .  Finally, the result 
follows from Proposition 3.3 with B = A0 a. [] 
We note that the above proposition shows that A d contains a Pm_~-unisolvent subset, under the 
condition d ~< r/. Hereafter, for simplicity, we shall assume that this property relative to the family 
(A d) is verified for any d E D. 
Let f be a function given in Hm+t+~(12). For any d E D, we write flu = ( f (a ) )aeAd and we denote 
by o -d the interpolating (m, l,s)-spline relative to A d and fld. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that (4.1) holds. Then, 
lim Ila a - fa l lm, / , .  - -  0, 
d---*0 
where fa  denotes the unique element of minimal seminorm [. [m,Z,s in the set {v Exm'1'~; via =f}. 
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Proof. For l = 0, the result is due to Duchon [8]. 
(1) The set considered is nonempty (from (3.2), f is the restriction to t2 of an element of Xm'l's), 
convex and closed in X m3,~ (by Corollary 3.2). Hence, there exists a unique element fa  of minimal 
norm II • Ilma, t s (cf. Theorem 3.1 with t2* = f2), and it is clear that ft2 is also the unique element of 
minimal seminorm in the set. 
(2) By definition of a d and the norm (4.2), we have 
Vd E D, IadlA~o,m,t,~ <<-[f~]A~o,m,t,~" 
From this inequality and Proposition 4.1, we deduce that the family (trd)deD is bounded in X m't'~. 
Consequently, there exists a sequence (ad')ieN, with l imi~+~di = 0, extracted from the family (a d) 
and an element f *  EX  m'l'~ such that 
f *  -- lim a di, weakly in X m't'~. 
i---~+oo 
(3) We shall prove that f*la =f.  Let x be an arbitrary point in t2. The hypotheses 0E-D and 
(4.1) imply that 
~(xd)dE?.D: (Vd E D,x d eA d) 
and, since 
Vi E ~, pdi Gdi ~ pdi fa ,  
we have 
ViE f~, 
and (x = lim x d), 
d---*0 
f (x )  - ad'(x) = ( fa (x )  -- fa (x  d' )) + (adi(x d' ) -- ad'(x)). 
From (3.1), the mapping v--~ v(x), which is (strongly) continuous from X "'l'~ into C, is also (weakly) 
continuous from X m'~'~ into C. So 
lim ad'(x) = f * (x ) .  
i ---* + o¢~ 
On the other hand, the continuity of fa  implies that 
lim fQ(x  d') = fQ(x).  
i--~+oo 
Finally, from the H61der embedding theorem for the space H'+t+s(t2) and (3.3), we have 
lim (odi(x d`) -- ad'(X)) = O. 
i---++oo 
From all this, we deduce that f * [a  = f .  
(4) From (3.3), the injection from Hm+l+s(O) into L2(f2) is compact. It follows from Corollary 3.2 
and (2) that 
l imt r  di = f * ,  strongly in L2(I2). (4.3) 
i---*+oo 
On the other hand, one has 
adi :¢ 2 di 2 2 - f ]m,l,s A(_ I f* _ 2Re(ad, , f*  = tr ,n,~,s [,,,t,s )m,/,,, 
where Re denotes the real part. 
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Now, since f *  E jf'di for any i E N, we get 
[a di f*[2m, t,~ ~2[ f*  2 - Ira3,, - 2Re( aa', f *  )m,t,s, 
and, therefore, 
l im [0 "di - -  f*lm, l,s = O. 
i---*+~ 
Taking limits in the inequality [oailm, t ~ ~< ]f~]m,l,s, we obtain 
[f*lm, t,s<.lfalm, l,~. 
From this, the definition of fa  and (3), we deduce that f *  = fa ,  and from (4.3), it follows that 
lim [I ad` - f~llm,,,~ = O. 
i--*+cx~ 
(5) To conclude the proof, assume on the contrary that [[a d -  fOllm, l,s does not tend to 0 when d 
does. Then, there exists a real number ~>0 and a sequence (d~)kcN in D that converges to 0, such 
that 
vke , I l a4  - 
Now, the sequence (a a'~) is bounded in X m'l's and the reasoning of (2)-(4)  applied to this sequence 
leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof. [] 
Remark. In fact, the above proof does not use the hypothesis (4.1), but the condition 
lim sup 3(x, A a) = O, 
d----~O xEf2 
which is a consequence of (4.1). 
We finish this section with a theorem on error estimates for interpolating (m, l,s)-splines, which 
generalizes the one given in [11] for (m,s)-splines. 
Theorem 4.3. Let k be the integer number defined by 
f integer part of m + l + s if m + l + s q~ N*, 
k=[m+l+s_  1 if m+l+sEN* ,  
(4.4) 
and suppose that (4.1) holds. Then, for d --~ O, we have 
Vi = O,...,k, [ f  - = o(dm+l+s-i). 
Proof. It is sufficient o substitute the space Hm+t+s(~) for the space Hm+~(Q) in [11]. [] 
5. Convergence of smoothing (m, I, s)-splines 
In this section we denote by (.) (respectively by (.,.)) the hermitian norm (respectively, the 
hermitian scalar product) in C u. 
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For any e>0,  r E c N, let Jr be the functional defined on X m'l,s by 
VV ~X m'l's, J r (v)  = (pv - fl)2 +  lVl m,Z,s. 
We consider the following problem: to find o-, such that 
t7 e E X m'l's, 
~lvEXm'l's, J~(c~)<~J~(v). (5.1) 
From the Lax-Milgram lemma, we deduce that this problem admits a unique solution cry, which is 
also the unique solution of the following variational problem: to find o-~ such that 
(Te E X m'l's, 
Vv~X m'l's, (pcr,,pv) + 8(lTe, V)m,l,s = (fl, pv}. (5 .2 )  
The solution o-, will be called the smoothing (m, l,s)-spline relative to A, fl and e. 
Let f be a given function in Hm+t+~(12). For any d E D, we write fl a = (f(a))a~A~ and we denote 
d the smoothing (m, l,s)-spline relative to A a, fld and ~. by o-~ 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that (4.1) holds, and that 
e = o(d-"), d ---+ 0. (5.3) 
Then, 
lim I1~ d - ~ f []m,Z,s = O, d-+O 
where f~ denotes the unique element of minimal seminorm 1. Im, t,~ in the set {v Cxm't'~; via=f}. 
a a o(d-~), d O, is bounded in Proof. (1) Firstly, we shall prove that the family ( ~), with e = --+ 
_ d fa .  It follows X ma'* when d --+ 0. We consider the problem (5.2) with rid= pdfta and take v - a t - 
that 
V(d, x R*, 
Hence, 
V(d,e) x •*, 
and 
d d d d t2 (p (a~ - fa))e + e(%,tr, - f )m,l,s=O. 
d I2 
la, Ira, t,, ~< I f  Ira,,,, (5.4) 
d d 3C, V(d ,e)ED x ~*+, (p (a~ - fa))<<.Cel/2. (5.5) 
On the other hand, let B0 = {b01,..., b0M } be a Pm-l(fa)-unisolvent subset of f2. Obviously, there exists 
r 'E(0 , r ] ,  where r is the constant of Proposition 3.3, such that, for any j= I , . . . ,M ,  the (closed) 
ball o~j =B'(boj, r') is contained in I2. From the hypothesis (4.1), we have 
V j= I  . . . . .  M, VdED,  d<.r', B'(boj, r ' -d )c  U B'(a,d). 
aEA d N 
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It follows that 
3C, VdE D, d<~r', measB'(boj, r' - d)<<.CNjd n, 
where Nj = card (A a fq (n~), and meas denotes the Lebesgue measure. Hence 
3do, 3C, VdED,  d<~do<r', Nj>>.Cd -n. 
Now, from (5.5) and the hypothesis (5.3), we deduce that 
I(o-a - f ) (a) l  2-- o(d-"), d --. 0. 
aEAd Aco~ 
So, for any d sufficiently small and j -- 1, . . . ,M, there exists (at least) a point b a E A a N ~ such 
that 
(aa~ - f)(b~) = o(1), d --o 0. (5.6) 
We denote by B a the set {b~a,... ,b~}. Applying the Proposition 3.3 with B=B a, d sufficiently small, 
it follows from (5.4) and (5.6) that 
3c, IIo-ffll,,,,s-<c, d--, 0. 
(2) Since the family (o "a) is bounded in X m'l's, there exists a sequence a, (a~ i ) i~,  with limi~+~ 
di -- 0,(ei) i~ C R* and ~i -- o((di)-"), i--. + oo, extracted from the family (~) ,  and an element 
f *  EX "'t's such that 
f *= lim o-d,, weakly inX m'z's. (5.7) 
i---*+cx~ 
(3) Now, we shall prove that f * lo  = f ,  arguing by contradiction. Suppose that f * lo  #f -  Then, 
there exists an open nonempty set O contained in Q and a real number ~ > 0 such that 
Vx~O, I f * (x ) -  f (x) l>~.  
On the other hand, it follows from (5.7) that the sequence (o-a,) converges simply on O to f'~. More- 
over, by the H61der embedding theorem for the space Hm+t+~(f2), the sequence (o-a,) is equicontinuous 
on f2, so the convergence is uniform: 
1 3ioE~, i>~io, VxEO, 
and, for any i ~>io, it follows that 
Vx E O, [o-~i(x) - f (x) l  f> If*(x) - f(x) l  - Io-~'(x) - f*(x) l  >1 (5.8) ~0C. 
The reasoning of (1) shows, for any i E ~ sufficiently large, that there exists a point b a' E A a' M 0 
such that a, a, la~,(b ) -  f(ba')l = o(1), i---~ +oo, which contradicts (5.8). Therefore f * la  = f .  
Proceeding as in the steps (4) and (5) of the proof of Theorem 4.2, taking into account (5.4), 
the theorem follows. [] 
Remark. Proceeding as in [12], it can be shown that the result of Theorem 5.1 is optimal in the 
sense that, under (4.1) and the additional hypothesis 
N = O(d-"), d ~ 0, (5.9) 
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a to fa  in X m'z's, except for the condition (5.3) is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of a, 
the trivial case of f EPm-l(f2). 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the hypotheses (4.1), (5.3) and (5.9) hold and that 
g.~d 2m+zl+2s-n, d ~ O. (5.10) 
Then, as d --+ O, we have 
d [i,~2=O((N) (m+l+s-i)/(2m+2l+2s,) and (i) Vi = 0 , . . .  ,k, i f  - a~l ~ 
(i i) I f  = o(1),  
where k is the integer introduced in (4.4). 
Proof. Reasoning in the same way as in [14, Theorem 4.1], under the only hypothesis (4.1), we 
deduce that, for d sufficiently small and any e > 0, 
Vi = 0,.. . ,k, If - a,l~ o e[ ~ Im+l +s, g2u "~- d n/2-i81/2 
From (5.3) and (5.10), we get 
d IO, O = O(dn/2~l/2), d ---+ O, I f  - °~to 
and, on the other hand, from Theorem 5.1, (ii) follows. 
Using then (5.9) and a result relative to the intermediate seminorms [1, Theorem 4.14], we 
obtain (i). [] 
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